
Image data to help customers consistently find a preferred and perfect 
style across a fast-moving product range and ensuring omnichannel 

alignment with trading and commercial requirements.

Attraqt’s Product Discovery and Inspiration seamlessly 
integrated into Forever New’s Shopper Journey

”
Rachel Tigel,

Senior eCommerce Manager at Forever New  

Working with Attraqt, we have encouraged seamless product 
discovery and inspiration with more shoppers now purchasing new 

but similar styles and products across our vast product range.   

21%
increase in

average order
value 

135%
increase in

conversions



Customers were
shown visually

similar items on a
pop-up if they go to

abandon. 

Drives conversions
and greater Average
Order Value (AOV). 

Recommend
visually similar
products to the
customers based
on cart items. 

Store assistants
check for visually
similar items on

their iPads based on
instore reservations

and display said
items in changing

rooms in anticipation
of the customer. 

Relies on a ‘location’
attribute that gets sent
from Magento to the
Fredhopper platofrm,

boosting visually
similar trending

items relevant to the
local climate of the

customer. 

 

Forever New is a global fast-fashion retailer headquartered in Australia.  Over 150 stores and a
signficant online presence in Australia, New Zealand, Canada, India and South Africa. 

Market Challenge

Customer Pro�le

With multiple SKU’s across apparel and accessory, it’s a challenge to help customers navigate through the  
website to discover the perfect outfit. Often customers find products that they like but are not resolved 
about a particular style element (pattern, colour, look). Forever New needed to solve this while the customer 
was in the funnel to take them straight to checkout, rather than losing them by forcing them back to the 
category search page.

As a global brand, customers across various sites have different requirements depending on their location 
e.g weather-based choices.

The Solution
To create a seamless, omni channel experience, Forever New turned to Attraqt’s latest image recognition 
technology, ‘visually similar.’  This innovation allowed Forever New to place imagery at the heart of their 
customers’ shopping journey. Using image data from Attraqt’s AI- driven recommendations engine, Forever 
New was able to automatically recommend products where patterns, style, colour or shape were more easily 
found in existing product images the customers engaged with. The technology was applied in a number of 
ways: 
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Control site

abandonment 
Align visually

similar products
with trading

requirements

An integral selling
tool for LiveChat

online stylists

Support
climate-based
merchandising

In-store
upselling

Case study



Often customers find products that they like but are not 
resolved about a certain element of the style and now we 
are able to automatically recommend products where 
patterns, style, colour or shape are difficult to express in 
words but easily found in product images.

Visually Similar recommendations have helped us to 
present products that meet their requirements without 
compromising on the original style of the product that 
attracted the shopper in the first place. Working with 
Attraqt, we have also encouraged seamless product 
discovery and inspiration with more shoppers now 
purchasing new but similar styles and products across 
our vast product range.
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Results
 

• Commercial Value (For those that engaged with 
visually similar)  

• Shopper Experience (those who viewed visually similar 
products vs those who didn’t)  

Ability to make decisions based on preferences in style, pattern 
and colour 

Rachel Tigel,
Senior eCommerce Manager at Forever New 

21%
increase in average 

order value 

up to a

135%
increase in

conversions

up to a

30%
reduction in

page exit rate

45%
reduction in page

bounce rate

Case study



Attraqt powers exceptional 
shopping experiences for over 
300 of the world’s leading retail 
brands.  

Attraqt’s core product, 
Fredhopper Discovery 
Platform, drives relevant and 
inspiring ecommerce 
experiences through 
personalization, search, 
recommendations, 
internationalization and 
Merchandising SaaS solutions.

Simple-to-use interfaces and 
effi  cient workfl ows enable 
Merchandisers to take full 
control and enhance the value 
of smart automation with their 
own strategic expertise and 
creativity.  
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